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Background: Keloids remain troublesome for clinicians because of the lack of standard therapy, and the 
underlying mechanisms are still unclear. Bibliometric analysis could be a powerful tool to comprehensively 
review research trends, evaluate publication performances and provide future perspectives. There is no 
bibliometric analysis focusing on keloid research.
Methods: Keloid related publications were searched in Web of Science Core Collection from the 
publication year 1990 to 2019. Bibliometric data were provided on document type, annual publication 
number, most productive journals, publication geography, top potential authors, and highly cited articles. 
The distribution of single words in article titles was analyzed to evaluate the main research focuses and 
determine their development trends. Word cluster analysis was further performed to detect emerging trends 
in keloid research.
Results: The number of annual articles increased from 24 in 1990 to 63 in 2006 and then increased sharply, 
reaching 139 in 2019. Dermatologic Surgery published the highest number of articles followed by Plastic and 
Reconstructive Surgery. The USA ranked top with six publication indicators and China had a dramatic increase 
in the annual number of articles since 2012. Recent research hotspots include underlying pathogenetic 
mechanisms, keloid treatment, and therapeutic effect evaluation.
Discussion: Keloids remain a research focus. Efforts will be continuously made to understand the 
underlying mechanism of keloid formation. Despite many treatment modalities, there is no gold standard 
for keloid treatment, and many efforts are being made in the exploration of new therapies. Moreover, it is 
foreseeable that objective measurement tools will have a higher status in the assessment of keloids and scars.
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Introduction

Keloids are characterized by aberrant production of 
collagen fibers that are longer, thicker, and more randomly 
oriented than normal (1,2). Other biochemical features 
include a high fibroblast proliferation rate, increased 

enzyme concentrations, and growth factors stimulation 
(3-5). Keloids can lead to pain, pruritus, and cosmetic 
problems (6). Many efforts have been made to establish a 
gold standard in keloid treatment, but to date, a consensus 
has not been reached for standard therapy (7).

Bibliometric analysis provides information on the annual 
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number of publications, citation life of articles, topic-
related journals, publication performances of authors and 
institutions, and research trends. These bibliometric profiles 
illustrate important studies, the authority, journals that 
favor related publications, and the focus of future studies. 
Experienced researchers who are eager to know the frontier 
or individuals who intend to start research will benefit from 
a bibliometric study.

Bibliometrics has been applied to other medical topics 
including pain, Ebola, dengue, HIV, and pneumonia (8-12).  
It is surprising that there is no bibliometric analysis 
focusing on such an old disease which has been intensively 
studied because of unsettled problems concerning not only 
pathogenesis but also treatment. Bibliometric analysis could 
be a powerful tool to comprehensively review research 
trends, evaluate publication performances and provide 
future perspectives. This bibliometric study aims to map the 
research landscape of keloids and, more importantly, identify 
research trends to assist researchers in future directions. 

We present the following article in accordance with the 
PRISMA reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.
org/10.21037/atm-21-508). 

Methods

It has been pointed out that it is not appropriate to use all 
databases which are not in the same level in Web of Science 
for bibliometric studies (13,14). The data in this study 
was through the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-
EXPANDED) database of the Clarivate Analytics Web of 
Science Core Collection (Data last updated on March 10, 
2021). After our pre-study, the search keywords: “keloid”, 
“keloids”, “keloider”, “keloides”, “keloide”, “keloidi”, 
“keloidentwicklung”, “keloiddisposition”, “keloidsdten”, 
“keloidlike”, “keloidogenesis”, “keloidosis”, “keloidiformis”, 
“keloidectomy”, “keloidal”, “intrakeloid”, “narbenkeloid”, 
and “antikeloid” were searched in the Topic field, including 
title, abstract, author keywords, and KeyWords Plus, in the 
Web of Science Core Collection within the publication 
year limitation from 1990 to 2019. The retrieving time of a 
bibliometric analysis usually starts from 1991 because many 
publications in SCI-EXPANDED before that are lack of 
abstracts. However, in this study, the publication year was 
limited from 1990 because in this way the research focuses 
and development trends could be observed in the past three 
decades (1990s, 2000s, and 2010s). KeyWords Plus supplies 
additional search terms extracted from the titles of articles 
cited by authors in their bibliographies and footnotes in the 

ISI (now Clarivate Analytics) database, and substantially 
augments title-word and author-keyword indexing (15). 
This resulted 3,997 documents (not including the document 
type of early access) as keloid related publications. Those 
documents only found by KeyWords Plus are more likely 
to be unrelated to the “keloid” (16). Ho’s group firstly 
proposed the “front page” filter (17-19)—which covers only 
documents with searching keywords in their “front page”, 
including only the title, abstract, and author keywords; 
this filter might avoid introducing unrelated publications 
for analysis (17). Finally, 3,394 documents (85% of 3,997 
documents) were defined as keloid research publications. 
The full record of SCI-EXPANDED and the number of 
citations in each year for each document were downloaded 
into Microsoft Excel 2016 and checked. Additional coding 
was manually performed (19,20). The journal impact factors 
(IF2019) were taken from the Journal Citation Reports (JCR) 
published in 2019.

In the SCI-EXPANDED database, the corresponding 
author is designated as the “reprint” author; “corresponding 
author” will remain as the primary terminology instead 
of reprint author (21). In a single-author article where 
authorship is unspecified, the single author is considered 
both the first author and the corresponding author (22). 
Similarly, in an individually institutional article, the 
institution is both classified as the first institution and 
the corresponding institution (22). In cases of multiple 
corresponding authors, only the last corresponding author 
and their affiliation were considered (23). In cases of single-
author articles, only the first affiliation and first country 
were considered.

Affiliations in England, Scotland, Northern Ireland, and 
Wales were reclassified as in the United Kingdom (UK) (24).  
Affiliations of authors in Hong Kong prior to 1997 were 
included under the heading of China (25). Affiliations 
in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) were 
checked and reclassified as in Russia and Ukraine (19). 
Similarly, USSR Academy of Medical Sciences (Acad Med 
Sci USSR) was also checked and re-classified under the 
heading of Russian Academy of Medical Sciences (Russian 
Acad Med Sci).

To investigate the citations received by the publications, 
we used four citation indicators:
	C0: the the number of citations from the Web of 

Science Core Collection in publication year (26);
	Cyear: the number of citations from the Web of 

Science Core Collection in a particular year. C2019 
means the number of citations in 2019 (21);
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	TCyear: the total number citations from the Web of 
Science Core Collection since publication to the end 
of the most recent year. In this study this is 2019 
(TC2019) (8,27);

	CPP year:  c itat ions per publication (CPP 2019 = 
TC2019/TP) (21). TP indicates the total number of 
publications.

Results and discussion

Characteristics of document types

Document type characteristics with their citations per 
publication (CPPyear = TCyear/TP) and number of authors 
per publication (APP = AU/TP) was recently suggested. 
The advantage of using TC2019 for CPP2019 is that they are 
invariable and ensure repeatability compared with the index 
of citation from Web of Science Core Collection (28). A 
total of 3,394 keloid related documents published in SCI-
EXPANDED were found among 12 document types. Table 1  
shows characteristics of the 12 document types, including 
2,253 articles (66% of 3,394 documents) with number of 
authors per publication (APP) of 5.0 which was higher than 
other document types. The percentage of articles (66%) was 
lower than other medical related topics, for example 79% 
in asthma in children (29), 75% human papillomavirus (30), 
and 70% in Ebola (9) but similar to cisplatin-containing 

chemotherapy for small cell lung cancer (68%) (31), 
acupuncture (66%) (32).

A total of 489 meeting abstracts were published in 60 
different journals but mainly focused on three journals: 
Journal of Investigative Dermatology (115 meeting abstracts; 
24% of 489 meeting abstracts) with a CPP2019 of 0.30, Wound 
Repair and Regeneration (95; 19%) with a CPP2019 of 1.3, and 
Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology (48; 10%) 
with a CPP2019 of 0.10.

The document type of book chapters with seven 
documents had the greatest CPP2019 value of 60 followed 
by reviews with a CPP2019 of 42. The CPP2019 of document 
type of reviews was found to be double of articles. It 
should be pointed out that documents could be classified 
in two document types in Web of Science, for example, 
the highly cited document entitled “Basic components 
of connective tissues and extracellular matrix: Elastin, 
fibrillin, fibulins, fibrinogen, fibronectin, laminin, 
tenascins and thrombospondins” (33) was classified as 
“article” and “book chapter”; thus, the sum of percentages 
was higher than 100%.

Only the 2,253 articles were selected for further 
analysis on the basis of containing whole research ideas 
and results (34). There were nine languages in use 
and one article was unspecified in SCI-EXPANDED. 
English, as the most popular language, comprised 94% 
of the 2,253 keloid articles. Other non-English languages 

Table 1 Citations and authors according to document type

Document type TP % AU APP TC2019 CPP2019

Article 2,253 66 11,288 5.0 48,426 21

Meeting abstract 489 14 2,185 4.5 190 0.39

Review 264 7.8 1,025 3.9 11,208 42

Letter 257 7.6 826 3.2 1,315 5.1

Proceedings’ paper 97 2.9 418 4.3 3,361 35

Editorial material 88 2.6 238 2.7 343 3.9

Correction 21 0.62 84 4.0 7 0.33

Note 19 0.56 60 3.2 447 24

Book chapter 7 0.21 23 3.3 423 60

Discussion 1 0.029 1 1.0 4 4.0

News item 1 0.029 0 0 0 0

Reprint 1 0.029 3 3.0 1 1.0

TP, number of publications; AU, number of authors; APP, number of authors per publication; TC2019, the total number of citations from Web 
of Science Core Collection since publication year to the end of 2019; CPP2019, number of citations (TC2019) per publication (TP).
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that were less used were listed as follows, German 
(41 articles), French (34), Chinese (6), Russian (5), 
Portuguese (3), Japanese (2), and one in each of Polish 
and Spanish, respectively. 

Characteristics of publication outputs

The use of TC2019 for determination of CPP2019 is preferred 
as compared with the citation index from Web of Science 
Core Collection directly because they are consistent 
and ensure repeatability (35). In order to understand 
publications and their impact trends in a research field, Ho 
proposed a relationship between total number of articles 
(TP) in a year and their citations per publication (CPPyear 
= TCyear/TP) by the decades (21) and years (31). In recent 
years, it has been applied in medical related topics, for 
example pain (8), Ebola (9), and dengue (10). A total of 
the 2,253 keloid related articles were published between 
1990 and 2019. The mean value of TC2019 was 21 with 492 
as the maximal value for an article. Figure 1 demonstrated 
the distribution of the annual number of articles (TP) and 
their citations per publication (CPP2019) by year, which was 
expressed as TC2019/TP (22), where TP is number of articles 
published in that particular year. From 1990 through 
2006, the annual number of articles increased from 24 in 

1990 to 63 in 2006 and then sharply increasing to reach 
139 in 2019. 

Web of science category and journal

JCR indexed 9,381 journals with citation references across 
178 Web of Science categories in SCI-EXPANDED in 
2019. In order to know development among research 
fields and their interactions, a relationship between the 
number of articles in categories and publication years was 
reported (34). The keloid related articles were published 
by 635 journals among the 98 Web of Science categories 
in SCI-EXPANDED. A total of 1,348 articles (60% of 
2,253 articles) were published in the top two Web of 
Science categories: dermatology with 850 articles (38% 
of 2,253 articles) and surgery with 722 articles (32%). In 
2019, a total 68 journals and 210 journals were classified 
to categories of dermatology and surgery, respectively. 
Other top ten productive categories were research and 
experimental medicine (183 articles; 8.1% of 2,253 
articles), cell biology (149; 6.6%), pathology (128; 5.7%), 
oncology (104; 4.6%), biochemistry and molecular biology 
(98; 4.3%), general and internal medicine (85; 3.8%), 
otorhinolaryngology (74; 3.3%), and pharmacology and 
pharmacy (67; 3.0%). It has been noticed that journals 

Figure 1 Number of keloid articles and citations per publication by year.
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could be classified in two or more categories in Web of 
Science, for example Wound Repair and Regeneration was 
classified in the categories of cell biology, dermatology, 
research and experimental medicine, and surgery thus the 
sum of percentages was higher than 100% (22).

In total 2,253 keloid related articles were published 
in 635 journals including 565 were listed in SCI-
EXPANDED in 2019. The top 11 productive journals 
with 30 articles or more were listed in Table 2. Dermatologic 
Surgery (IF2019 =2.567) published the most articles with 
83 articles (3.7% of 2,253 articles) followed by Plastic 
and Reconstructive Surgery (IF2019 =4.235) with 81 articles 
(3.6%). Compare the top 11 journals, keloid articles 
published in Journal of Investigative Dermatology (IF2019 
=7.143) had the highest CPP2019 of 50 while articles in 
Burns (IF2019 =2.066) had a CPP2019 of 15. Articles published 
in Journal of Investigative Dermatology also had the 
highest APP of 7.1 while articles in Dermatologic Surgery 
(IF2019 =2.567) had an APP of 4.0. Eight of the top 11 
journals were classified in the Web of Science category of 
dermatology, six in surgery, and one in each of cell biology, 
critical care medicine, and research and experimental 
medicine, respectively. Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery (81 
articles; ranked 2nd) published the most six keloid articles 
in 2019. The journal with the highest IF2019 of 60.390 
was Lancet followed by Science (IF2019 =41.846) and Nature 
Genetics (IF2019 =27.605) with one article, respectively.

Publication performances: countries and institutions

To compare publication performance of countries 
and institutions, Ho’s group proposed six publication 
indicators such as total number of articles (TP), single-
country articles (IP), internationally collaborative articles 
(CP), first-author articles (FP), corresponding-author 
articles (RP), and single-author articles (SP) (24,34,36). 
First author and corresponding author are the two most 
contributed authors in an article (37). At the institutional 
level, the determined institution of the corresponding-
author might be a home base of the study or origin of 
the paper (21). There were six articles without affiliations 
information in SCI-EXPANDED. Of 2,247 articles with 
author affiliations from 86 countries, 1,941 (86% of 2,247 
articles) were single-country articles from 69 countries and 
306 (14%) were internationally collaborative articles from 
61 countries. The top 15 productive countries/regions 
are listed in Table 3 with six publication indicators (36) 
and a citation indicator (CPP2019). The advantage of using 
CPP2019 is that it is invariant in comparison with the index of 
citations from the Web of Science Core Collection which 
has to be updated from time to time (17). Seven Asian 
countries, five European countries, and three American 
countries were ranked on the top 15 of publications. USA 
ranked top in the six publication indicators with a TP of  
608 articles (27% of 2,247 articles), an IP of 470 articles 

Table 2 The top 11 most productive journals

Journal TP (%) IF2019 APP CPP2019 Web of Science category

Dermatologic Surgery 83 (3.7) 2.567 4.0 33 Dermatology; surgery

Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery 81 (3.6) 4.235 5.0 41 Surgery

Annals of Plastic Surgery 58 (2.6) 1.354 4.9 23 Surgery

Journal of Investigative Dermatology 56 (2.5) 7.143 7.1 50 Dermatology

British Journal of Dermatology 50 (2.2) 7.000 5.8 35 Dermatology

Wound Repair and Regeneration 48 (2.1) 2.471 5.8 30 Cell biology; dermatology; research and 
experimental medicine; surgery

International Journal of Dermatology 40 (1.8) 2.067 4.3 16 Dermatology

Archives of Dermatological Research 39 (1.7) 2.339 5.6 22 Dermatology

Experimental Dermatology 32 (1.4) 3.368 6.1 19 Dermatology

Aesthetic Plastic Surgery 30 (1.3) 1.798 4.2 18 Surgery

Burns 30 (1.3) 2.066 5.2 15 Critical care medicine; dermatology; surgery

TP, number of articles; %, the percentage of articles in total publications; IF2019, journal impact factor in 2019; APP, number of authors per 
publication; CPP2019, number of citations (TC2019) per publication (TP).
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(24% of 1,941 single-country articles), a CP of 138 articles 
(45% of 306 internationally collaborative articles), an FP 
of 537 articles (24% of 2,247 first-author articles), an RP of 
516 articles (24% of 2,193 corresponding-author articles), 
and an SP of 57 articles (45% of 128 single-author 
articles). Domination in keloid articles by the USA was 
not surprising since this pattern occurs in other medical 
topics: stem cells (38), obstetrics and gynecology (39),  
and orthopaedic  surgery (40) .  USA also had the 
highest CPP2019 of 34. China ranked second in the four 
publication indicators such as TP, IP, CP, FP, and RP 
but had lower CPP2019 of 10. Among the 86 countries,  
17 countries (20% of 86 countries) had no single-country 
articles while 25 countries (29%) had no internationally 
collaborative articles. In addition, 9 (10%), 13 (15%), and 
56 (65%) countries have no first-author, corresponding-
author, and single-author articles, respectively. Figure 2  
shows publication trends of the top six productive 
countries with 128 articles or more. Only China had a 
dramatic increase in annual number of articles since 2012.
As for institutions, 925 keloid related articles (41% of 2,247 
articles) were of single-institution and 1,322 articles (59%) 
were institutional collaborations. Table 4 demonstrates the 

characteristics of the top 15 productive institutions. Six of 
them were in USA, four in China, two in South Korea, and 
one in each of Japan, Singapore, and the UK, respectively. 
The University of Manchester in the UK took the leading 
position for four of the six publication indicators with a TP of 
56 articles (2.5% of 2,247 articles), a CP of 45 articles (3.4% 
of 1,322 inter-institutionally collaborative articles), an FP of 
44 articles (2.0% of 2,247 first-author articles), and an RP 
of 42 articles (1.9% of 2,193 corresponding-author articles) 
while the University of Miami in the USA ranked top in 
single-institution articles with an IP of 17 articles (1.8% of 
925 single-institution articles). The St. Luke’s–Roosevelt 
Hospital Center in the USA published 13 keloid articles 
(ranked 27th) including the most single-author articles with 
an SP of five articles (3.9% of 128 single-author articles). 
Compare the top 15 productive institutes, the Thomas 
Jefferson University in the USA had the highest CPP2019 of 
55. Articles published by the institutes in the USA had higher 
CPP2019. However, four Chinese institutions including the 
Fourth Military Medical University, the Shanghai Jiao Tong 
University, the Peking Union Medical College, and the 
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences had lower CPP2019 of 
16, 7.5, 7.4, and 6.8, respectively.

Table 3 Top 15 productive countries/regions with six publication indicators and their CPP2019

Countries/regions TP TP R (%) IP R (%) CP R (%) FP R (%) RP R (%) SP R (%) CPP2019

USA 608 1 (27) 1 (24) 1 (45) 1 (24) 1 (24) 1 (45) 34

China 341 2 (15) 2 (15) 2 (19) 2 (14) 2 (14) 12 (1.6) 10

Japan 202 3 (9.0) 3 (8.4) 5 (13) 3 (8.1) 3 (8.1) 5 (3.9) 29

Germany 177 4 (7.9) 4 (6.1) 4 (19) 4 (6.1) 4 (6.1) 4 (4.7) 29

UK 162 5 (7.2) 5 (5.3) 2 (19) 5 (5.9) 5 (5.6) 2 (5.5) 28

South Korea 128 6 (5.7) 6 (5.3) 8 (8.5) 6 (5.0) 6 (5.2) 12 (1.6) 13

Italy 95 7 (4.2) 7 (3.2) 6 (10) 7 (3.4) 7 (3.3) 12 (1.6) 22

France 70 8 (3.1) 9 (2.8) 12 (4.9) 10 (2.6) 9 (2.7) 8 (2.3) 24

Brazil 66 9 (2.9) 10 (2.8) 14 (3.9) 9 (2.6) 10 (2.6) 19 (0.78) 16

India 66 9 (2.9) 8 (3.1) 21 (2.0) 8 (2.7) 8 (2.8) 8 (2.3) 16

Canada 61 11 (2.7) 14 (1.8) 7 (8.8) 12 (2.0) 15 (2.1) 6 (3.1) 27

Singapore 56 12 (2.5) 15 (1.5) 8 (8.5) 12 (2.0) 14 (2.1) 12 (1.6) 32

Netherlands 52 13 (2.3) 13 (1.9) 11 (5.2) 12 (2.0) 11 (2.1) N/A 22

Taiwan 50 14 (2.2) 12 (2.1) 17 (3.3) 11 (2.2) 11 (2.1) 19 (0.78) 21

Turkey 48 15 (2.1) 11 (2.2) 21 (2.0) 12 (2.0) 11 (2.1) 2 (5.5) 13

TP, number of total articles; IP, single-country articles; CP, internationally collaborative articles; FP, first-author articles; RP, corresponding-
author articles, SP, single-author articles; R, rank; CPP2019, number of citations (TC2019) per publication (TP); N/A, not available.
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Figure 2 Comparison of the growth trends of the top six productive countries (TP ≥128).

Table 4 Top 15 productive institutions with six publication indicators and their CPP2019

Institute TP TPR (%) IPR (%) CPR (%) FPR (%) RPR (%) SPR (%) CPP2019

University of Manchester, UK 56 1 (2.5) 4 (1.2) 1 (3.4) 1 (2.0) 1 (1.9) 7 (0.78) 32

Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China 45 2 (2.0) 2 (1.3) 2 (2.5) 2 (1.5) 2 (1.6) N/A 7.5

National University of Singapore, Singapore 41 3 (1.8) 2 (1.3) 5 (2.2) 5 (1.0) 4 (1.0) N/A 37

Stanford University, USA 37 4 (1.6) 19 (0.54) 3 (2.4) 7 (0.89) 7 (0.73) 7 (0.78) 34

Yonsei University, South Korea 34 5 (1.5) 7 (0.86) 6 (2.0) 4 (1.2) 5 (0.87) N/A 8.8

University of Miami, USA 31 6 (1.4) 1 (1.8) 14 (1.1) 3 (1.2) 3 (1.0) 7 (0.78) 51

Harvard University, USA 31 6 (1.4) 153 (0.11) 4 (2.3) 23 (0.4) 19 (0.41) 2 (1.6) 36

Nippon Medical School, Japan 28 8 (1.2) 6 (1.0) 8 (1.4) 5 (1.0) 5 (0.87) 2 (1.6) 22

Fourth Military Medical University, China 24 9 (1.1) 12 (0.76) 11 (1.3) 9 (0.62) 8 (0.64) N/A 16

Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, China 23 10 (1.0) 33 (0.32) 7 (1.5) 8 (0.76) 9 (0.59) N/A 6.8

Sungkyunkwan University, South Korea 21 11 (0.93) 12 (0.76) 14 (1.1) 14 (0.49) 9 (0.59) N/A 12

University of Southern California, USA 20 12 (0.89) 33 (0.32) 11 (1.3) 18 (0.45) 23 (0.36) N/A 43

University of California Los Angeles, USA 19 13 (0.85) 153 (0.11) 9 (1.4) 30 (0.36) 30 (0.32) 7 (0.78) 36

Peking Union Medical College, China 18 14 (0.80) N/A 9 (1.4) N/A 36 (0.27) N/A 7.4

Thomas Jefferson University, USA 17 15 (0.76) 7 (0.86) 35 (0.68) 11 (0.58) 23 (0.36) N/A 55

TP, total number of highly cited articles; TPR (%), IPR (%), CPR (%), FPR (%), RPR (%), and SPR (%), the rank and percentage of total 
articles, single-institution articles, inter-institutionally collaborative articles, first-author articles, corresponding-author articles, single-
author articles in their total articles; CPP2019, number of citations (TC2019) per publication (TP); N/A, not available.
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Publication performances: authors

First and corresponding authors has the most contribution 
to the overall paper (41,42). The Y-index was proposed in 
recent years (21,22,26) to evaluate publication potential 
and characterize the scientific contributions by authors, 
institutions, and countries in relations to the numbers of 
first-author articles (FP) and corresponding-author articles 
(RP). The Y-index with two parameters (j, h) can aid in 
visualization and comparison among different authors’ 
contributions and is expressed as:

j=FP+RP [1]

-1= tan ( )
RPh
FP  [2]

where j is the publication potential, a constant related to 
publication quantity; and h is publication characteristics 
which can describe the proportion of RP to FP. The 
greater the value of j, the greater the number of first- 
and corresponding-author articles by the author. 
Different values of h represent different proportions of 
corresponding-author articles from first-author articles.
 h = π/2, j is the number of corresponding-author 

articles;

	 π/2 > h > 0.7854 indicates more corresponding-
author articles;

 h =0.7854 indicates the same number of first- and 
corresponding-author articles;

 0.7854 > h > 0 indicates more first-author articles;
 h = 0, j is the number of first-author articles.
In total of 2,163 keloid articles (96% of 2,253 articles) 

with both first- and corresponding-authors information 
in SCI-EXPANDED were extensively analysed by using 
the Y-index. Figure 3 demonstrated the distribution of the 
Y-index (j, h) of the top 17 potential authors with j ≥10. 
Each point has a coordinate (j, h) that could symbolize a 
single author or multiple authors (22). A. Bayat (50, 1.435) 
published 52 articles including six first-author articles 
and 44 corresponding-author with j value of 50 which is 
far away from the original (not in Figure 3). Bayat had 
the highest publication potential in keloid research (43). 
Some authors are located on the same curve (for example, 
j =11), indicating that they had the same publication 
potential but different publication characteristics (35). It 
has been pointed out that with these data has a potential 
for bias in the analysis of authorship; it might attribute 
to different authors having the same name, or the same 

Figure 3 Top 17 authors with Y-index (j ≥10).

j Cos h

j S
in

 h
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author using different names over time (28). Another 
potential confounder arises when an author moves from 
one affiliation to another (44).

Citation histories of the 11 most frequently cited articles

Information of total citations from Web of Science Core 
Collection was updated weekly. To improve bibliometric 
study, the total number of citations from Web of Science 
Core Collection since publication year to the end of 2019 
(TC2019) was applied to improve the bias using data from 
Web of Science directly. The advantage of TC2019 is that 
they are invariable and ensure repeatability compared 
with the citation index from Web of Science Core 
Collection (17). The citation histories of the top 11 most 
frequently cited keloid articles (TC2019 ≥216) are shown 
in Figure 4. Eight of the top 11 articles published in the 
1990s, which had a longer impact history, but less impact 
in the recent years.

“Green Giants” are articles have sharply increasing 
citations after publication for some years compared 
with others in the same field, and they quickly become 
high impact publications in recent year with a high Cyear, 
which is more than double compare with others (45). 

Article entitled “Hypertrophic scarring and keloids: 
Pathomechanisms and current and emerging treatment 
strategies” (46) was the only “Green Giant” in keloid 
studies, which ranked top in C2019 of 98 which is much 
higher than any others. Figure 4 shows the “Green Giant” 
in keloid studies had sharply increasing citation rates for 
eight full years after its publication. “Green Giants” can be 
also found in other research fields, for example category 
of environmental sciences (47), pain research (8), and 
publications in Taiwan (45).

Citation histories of the ten most impact articles in 2019

The amount of citation received in the year 2019 (C2019) 
and in the publication year (C0) might provide additional 
information for readers to understand the impact of a 
highly cited article today versus its immediate effect 
post publication (21). The 2,253 keloid related articles 
ranked differently if sorted by TC2019, C2019 than sorted 
by C0. A total of 836 articles (37% of 2,253 articles) had 
no citation in the most recent year of 2019 (C2019 =0) 
and 1,793 (80%) articles had no citation in the initial 
publication year (C0 =0). Furthermore, among the top 
100 C0 articles, only 9.4% and 23% of the articles were 

Figure 4 The citation histories of the 11 highly cited keloid articles with TC2019 ≥216.
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Gauglitz et al. (2011), TC2019 =492

Ehrlich et al. (1994), TC2019 =376

Igarashi et al. (1996), TC2019 =372

Weiss and Nickoloff (1993), TC2019 =331

Wolfram et al. (2009), TC2019 =293

Sgonc et al. (1996), TC2019 =260

Alster and Williams (1995), TC2019 =255

Bock et al. (2006), TC2019 =230

Peltonen et al. (1991), TC2019 =219

Beausang et al. (1998), TC2019 =216

Mentzel et al. (1998), TC2019 =216
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among the top 100 TC2019 and C2019 articles, respectively. 
The percentages were found different from research 
topics: occupational therapy (12% and 13%) (48) and 
metal-organic frameworks (22% and 24%) (19). Top ten 
most impact keloid articles in 2019 with C2019 ≥22 and 
their citation history trends are outlined in Figure 5. 
Articles by Gauglitz et al. (46), Wolfram et al. (49), and 
Bock et al. (50) ranked not only the top ten in C2019 but 
also the top ten in TC2019. Since the recent articles had 
a shorter article life and a shorter time to accumulate 
citations, the high impact articles in 2019 published by 
Cheng et al. (51), Miao et al. (52), and Berman et al. (53) 
had a TC2019 of 22 (rank 639th), 40 (rank 341th), and 79 
(rank 118th), respectively. Article entitled “Regeneration 
of fat cells from myofibroblasts during wound healing” 
published in Science had a sharply increasing trend after 
publication in 2017 (54).

Research focuses and development trends from 1990 to 2019

Ho’s group proposed the distribution of words in article 
titles, abstracts, author keywords, and KeyWords Plus in 
different periods as information to evaluate the main 
research focuses and determine their development trends 
in research topics (27,55). In this study, the distribution of 

single words in article titles was analyzed because the title of 
an article always best summarizes the main idea of the study. 
After eliminating empty words such as “a” and “the”, the 
20 most frequently used single words in titles are presented 
in Table 5. Their occurrence times were calculated in the  
30-year period and three decades (1990–1999, 2000–2009, 
and 2010–2019). 

Further, word cluster analysis with noun phrases in title, 
abstract, author keywords, and KeyWords Plus compensates 
for the weakness of single word distribution analysis (27). 
Noun phrases were generated from the sources above 
using the LLR algorithm and imported to MapEquation 
to generate an alluvial diagram that vividly demonstrated 
how research hotspots changed over time (56). The alluvial 
diagram shows the progression of research hotspots in 
keloids (Figure 6). Each column represents a cluster. The 
height of the column indicates the sum of the page rank 
value of all noun phrases in a cluster. The page rank values 
of each noun phrase indicates its importance. 

First, there is an emerging trend in the underlying 
pathogenetic mechanisms of keloids. Supporting words 
in title included “fibroblasts”, “expression”, “collagen”, 
“formation”, and “proliferation”. Particularly, the frequency 
of “fibroblasts” and “expression” increased from rank 
6 and 7 in the first decade to 4 and 6 in the last decade, 

Figure 5 The citation histories of the 10 most impact keloid articles in 2019 with C2019 22.
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Gauglitz et al. (2011), C2019 =98, TC2019 rank 1

Plikus et al. (2017), C2019 =51, TC2019 rank 40

Berman et al. (2017), C2019 =40, TC2019 rank 118

Wolfram et al. (2009), C2019 =34, TC2019 rank 5

Brown et al. (2008), C2019 =33, TC2019 rank 16

Bock et al. (2006), C2019 =32, TC2019 rank 8

Miao et al. (2018), C2019 =28, TC2019 rank 341

Perl (2015), C2019 =26, TC2019 rank 99

Halper and Kjaer (2014), C2019 =26, TC2019 rank 29

Cheng et al. (2018), C2019 =22, TC2019 rank 639
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Table 5 Top 20 most frequently used substantives in title during the past three decades

Words in title TP
Rank (%)

1990–2019 1990–1999 2000–2009 2010–2019

Keloid 768 1 (34) 1 (27) 1 (30) 1 (38)

Keloids 465 2 (21) 2 (22) 2 (22) 2 (19)

Treatment 347 3 (15) 4 (16) 4 (13) 3 (16)

Fibroblasts 307 4 (14) 6 (13) 3 (14) 4 (14)

Scars 300 5 (13) 3 (16) 5 (12) 5 (13)

Hypertrophic 228 6 (10) 4 (16) 6 (12) 9 (7.7)

Expression 200 7 (8.9) 11 (6.4) 7 (10) 6 (9.2)

Skin 181 8 (8) 8 (7.6) 8 (7.8) 8 (8.3)

Scar 163 9 (7.2) 9 (7) 12 (4.9) 7 (8.5)

Collagen 148 10 (6.6) 7 (8.2) 10 (6.6) 11 (6.1)

Human 138 11 (6.1) 10 (6.7) 11 (5.4) 10 (6.4)

Growth 122 12 (5.4) 17 (3.2) 9 (6.9) 12 (5.2)

Therapy 97 13 (4.3) 28 (2.3) 21 (3.6) 12 (5.2)

Laser 88 14 (3.9) 33 (2) 21 (3.6) 14 (4.6)

Intralesional 87 15 (3.9) 20 (2.9) 16 (3.7) 15 (4.2)

Surgical 86 16 (3.8) 33 (2) 13 (4.2) 16 (4.1)

Clinical 83 17 (3.7) 33 (2) 15 (4) 18 (3.9)

Patients 83 17 (3.7) 14 (3.5) 16 (3.7) 22 (3.7)

Formation 81 19 (3.6) 20 (2.9) 16 (3.7) 22 (3.7)

Proliferation 78 20 (3.5) 45 (1.7) 24 (3.1) 16 (4.1)

TP, occurrence times of substantives in title during 1990 to 2019.

respectively. The word “proliferation” soared from rank 45 
to 16 (Table 5). Thus, researchers tend to focus more on the 
pathogenetic mechanism in the molecular level, which can 
be cross-verified by cluster “keloid fibroblasts”, “molecular 
mechanism”, “protein expression”, and “connective tissue 
growth factor” in Figure 6. It has been demonstrated 
that keloid fibroblasts and myofibroblasts originate from 
activated resident skin fibroblasts that interact with 
other cells including multiple types of immune cells 
and keratinocytes via signaling molecules such as matrix 
metalloproteinases, interleukins and cytokines (57). One 
important difference between keloid and normal fibroblasts 
is the overexpression of the TGF-β signaling cascade (46). 
The TGF-β signaling pathway not only plays a critical role 
in the fibroproliferative process leading to extracellular 
matrix accumulation (58) but also has a crosstalk with the 

mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway (59).  
The crosstalk is assumed to be associated with the 
invasiveness of keloid fibroblasts and, the MAPK pathway 
might be a specific target of keloid therapy (60). Other 
signaling pathways, including insulin-like growth factor-I 
and integrin pathways, have also been found to be activated 
in keloid fibroblasts (61,62). 

Second, increasingly more research attention has focused 
on keloid treatment. For example, the word “treatment” 
ranks top 4 in every decade, and the word “therapy” shifted 
dramatically from rank 28 in the first decade to 12 in the 
third decade. Other words related to treatment modalities 
including “laser”, “intralesional” and “surgical” all soared 
during the 30-year period (Table 5). Keloid treatment has 
always been the focus of dermatologists and plastic surgeons. 
As single treatment also fails to result in a consistently low 
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Figure 6 The progression of research hotspots in the recent three decades.

recurrence rate, increasingly more studies have focused 
on combination therapy, and it has been reported as the 
most efficacious and safe management for keloids (63). One 
common combination is laser therapy and triamcinolone 
acetonide (TAC) administration. Carbon dioxide laser (64,65), 
pulsed dye laser with 5-fluorouracil (66), and neodymium-
doped yttrium garnet laser (67) yielded good results in 
combination with TAC. In addition to laser therapy with 
TAC administration, a low recurrence rate is achieved when 
surgical excision is combined with other treatment modalities, 
such as TAC, 5-Fluorouracil, pressure therapy, silicone gel, 
electron beam, and radiation therapy (68). Although there 
are already many treatment modalities, no gold standard for 
keloid treatment has been established, and many efforts are 
being made in the exploration of new therapies (69).

Lastly, researchers tend to be more comprehensive and 
objective in the evaluation of therapeutic effects. Supporting 
evidence includes cluster “recurrence rate”, “Vancouver 
Scar Scale”, “patient satisfaction”, and “Observer Scar 

Assessment Scale” (Figure 6). The Vancouver Scar 
Scale and Patient and Observer Scar Assessment Scale 
are two commonly used scales in patients with keloids 
(70,71). These scales help clinicians and patients gain a 
comprehensive understanding of treatment responses and 
guide future treatment. Standardized scales also make 
the evaluation more comparable, allowing analysis across 
different studies. However, it should be acknowledged 
that scales provide quantitative but subjective assessments 
of therapeutic effects. The scale scores are subjected to a 
number of human factors, and it is also unclear whether the 
scale scores correlate with the underlying molecular profile 
of scars. Thus, objective scar assessment tools should be 
advocated in practicing evidence-based medicine. Verhaegen 
et al. reviewed noninvasive objective measurement tools 
to assess different scar features, including color, thickness, 
relief, pliability, and surface area (72). It is foreseeable that 
objective measurement tools will have a higher status in the 
assessment of keloids and scars. 
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Limitations

Several limitations of this study should be addressed. First, 
the main body of this study only includes peer-reviewed 
original articles, which are the only document type that 
provides new findings and innovative insights supported by 
scientific proofs. The absence of other document types might 
result in the omission of some information. Second, it should 
be mentioned that citation numbers do not necessarily link 
with research quality. The citation number is determined 
by many factors, including research quality, self-citation, 
and citations from one’s coworkers or the same institution. 
Finally, publication is a complex and time-consuming 
process. Bibliometric analysis based on publications is more 
like a summary of the past and is unable to identify the most 
up-to-date findings and treatment modalities.

Conclusions

This bibliometric analysis quantitatively studies the scientific 
landscape and research trends in keloid publications. We 
presented bibliometric data on document type, annual 
publication number, most productive journals, publication 
geography, top potential authors, and highly cited articles. 
Additionally, research trends were analyzed through single 
word analysis in title and noun-phrase co-occurrence analysis. 
Keloids have remained a research focus. Recent research 
hotspots include underlying pathogenetic mechanisms, keloid 
treatment, and therapeutic effect evaluation.
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